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I.

Trial judges and appellate justices rarely interact across their courts. Judges and lawyers have
sporadic, desultory contact at e.g., Inns of Court and bench-bar conferences (17, 907 lawyers practice in
San Francisco;1 maybe 80 attend the annual bench-bar conference), and there’s little communication
between law schools and practitioners.
Except in the most formal way—through briefs, opinions and orders, and the rare helpful law
review article—no one is talking to anyone else. Yet we’re all engaged in the same effort: to deliver fair
and efficient legal services to the parties in our courts.
We’re not learning from each other. Let’s change that.
Judge Posner, erstwhile of the Seventh Circuit, routinely used to sit as a district court judge.2
Our justices -- from the Supreme or at least the appellate courts—can do the same.3 I assure them of an
eye opening adventure. (And wouldn’t it be fun to read an appellate opinion reversing a supreme court
justice sitting as a trial judge?) We have been treated to a supreme court made of brand new trial
judges in Mallano v. Chiang (review denied Oct. 26, 2018), but that’s a once-in-a-lifetime event. The
courts of appeal already take trial judges as pro tems, but it’s done only rarely to fill temporary
vacancies, and as a sort of treat. They could do this more routinely, providing a broad look into the
appellate process for trial judges. Some lawyers act as pro tem judges—I did, for many years, and
learned a lot about what works and what doesn’t in the courtroom. In San Francisco we have
successfully used lawyers as pro tem judges to handle discovery motions, small claims cases, and other
work. But few lawyers opt for this, and far more should: the work is terrific fun, is good public service,
and should be a routine for litigators.
A significant barrier is that between law schools on the one hand and judges and lawyers on the
other. We need more lawyers and judges teaching and more law students helping out in the courts.
Chief Justice John Roberts famously noted the often useless contributions of law reviews: “Pick
up a copy of any law review that you see, and the first article is likely to be, you know, the influence of
Immanuel Kant on evidentiary approaches in 18th Century Bulgaria, or something.”4 (There isn’t any
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such influence, in case you’re wondering. See Orin Kerr’s entertaining article at
http://www.greenbag.org/v18n3/v18n3_articles_Kerr.pdf.5) Aside from contributions to e.g., the ALI’s
Restatements of the Law, law school professors--many of whom have a superb overall sense of legal
developments--remain bricked up in their towers. They write at each other, but not to us in the courts
where the law develops. Contributing to the disjunction between academia and the practicing
profession, few professors have any practical experience at all.6 Despite my eternal debt of gratitude to
journals which have published my articles, I note that the people who edit law reviews are those least
likely to have the requisite judgment—law students. No other profession turns their scholarship over to
the novices. There are few journals devoted to practitioners and edited by them (The Green Bag7 comes
to mind), and fewer still that encourage contributions from disciplines such as the natural sciences,
economics, statistics, psychology, linguistics, and computer science. These disciplines have a lot to teach
lawyers and judges, and heaven knows we need the instruction. Courts use statistics, allow experts to
testify on what we think are scientifically valid opinions, opine on what is reasonable economic
behavior, and construe language—all based on the briefs of lawyers who may know little more than
what judges could guess. Perhaps lack of knowledge of these extra-law fields is tolerable at the trial
level where only the parties are affected, but this blinkered approach presents a serious problem at the
appellate level.
We need a new law journal. Let’s have a board of professors, lawyers and judges pick the
articles–the main test is whether an item is useful to the practice of law—and have law students as
editors. The senior folks exercise the judgment in selection and the editor students work with
experienced lawyers, judges and professors (it’s called networking). Perhaps we’ll dub it the REAL Law
Journal.
The divide among members of the legal profession is grim, because no one works well in a silo.
Understanding comes from seeing one’s work from a different perspective. Working across the legal
lines also helps remind us of our real goal: not the interests specific to lawyers, judges, professors, or
law schools, but rather the interest of the public which we serve and in the name of which laws are
made.
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And that leads me to a divide more serious than those noted so far: that between us in the legal
profession, and the public. Few understand the legal system, and the result is deeply corrosive. That’s a
topic for the next in this two part series, to be published tomorrow.

II.
In the first part of this series I urged dissolving barriers among members of the legal profession.
A central goal is to avoid mistaking the concerns of our own insular group—those of appellate or trial
judges, or those of lawyers, or of professors—for the central interests of the legal system as a whole.
Here, I note a far more serious and corrosive divide: that between the profession and the public
it is designed to serve.
We know this problem. Civics education is cursory. A 2016 study suggests 23% of eighthgraders were proficient or better in civics. The Annenberg Public Policy Center found that only 32% of
respondents could name the three branches of government.8 (It’s getting worse: the number was 38%
in 2011.) Thirty-seven percent can’t name any of the rights guaranteed by the First Amendment. The
2015 Annenberg survey found 12% of Americans thought that the Bill of Rights included the right to own
a pet.9 Judges including California Chief Justice Tani G. Cantil-Sakauye, former U.S. Supreme Court
Justice Sandra Day O’Connor, and others have worked hard to respond to these deficiencies.10
During my 2018 re-election campaign my judicial colleagues and I faced a general lack of
understanding of what judges do. Speaking to the public (not lawyers), we were met with
incomprehension and suspicion when we wouldn’t make promises about types of cases, or align
ourselves with political stances. After all, we were running for office, were we not? Were we pro or anti
tenant? Pro or anti-development? Our promises to be fair and neutral were often seen as weak
evasions. Statements that we would follow the law were sometimes taken as abdication of
responsibility to “do the right thing”. It was pretty tough to explain, in the 2 minute sound bites we
were allowed at most events, the notion and value of an independent judiciary. If in the words of
Justice Holmes the First Amendment is about “freedom for the thought that we hate,"11 then an
independent judiciary means tolerating decisions that one detests. But what our various audiences
really wanted to hear was that we’d favor their specific interests.12
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The media has an uneven record. Traditional outlets such as newspapers have seen massive
cuts over the last few decades,13 and the few journalists who are left often don’t have the time to
specialize in the courts.
The power of the courts, and the integrity of judicial system, depend on public endorsement.
That’s hard without a better understanding of what judges do, their powers and constraints. We know
this. But the fault is not just that of the educational system, or the media, or the end of literacy (if it is
ending). It’s our fault too.
Those of us in the legal profession bear some responsibility for the gap between our
appreciation of our legal system and the more general public understanding.
Lawyers need to speak up. All the time. And not just for results they like. Defense counsel can
explain why and how a trial sometimes results in guilty verdicts, and prosecutors can do the same with
acquittals. Lawyers experienced in class actions can talk about the criteria for certification and the
sometimes difficult analyses required. Courts don’t need support for popular decisions; they need
support for unpopular ones. Lawyers can comment on blogs, send in letters to editors, and be available
to the media for comment in a way that judges cannot. Litigators translate legal doctrine to juries: They
can do this outside the courtroom, too.
Courts need better public relations. The canons of judicial ethics constrain what they can say.
But the word needs to get out. During my re-election campaign last year, I found that virtually no one
knew of the collaborative courts and other innovations my court had undertaken. The courts of review
release important opinions without comment (more on that below). In the past, some courts have
conducted a media “boot camp,” offering tours of their courts, meeting with judges, and providing
explanations of what the various departments do; courts might experiment with this. Few in the public
are aware of the efforts by those on the Judicial Council, and many others, on subjects such as bail, rules
reform, legislative initiatives, ethics, collaborative courts, how to deal with victims of human trafficking,
better jury instructions, and so on.
And lest anyone doubt that the legal profession is implicated in its separation from the public,
one need only read a random appellate opinion to a non-lawyer friend. While some judges take care to
write in plain English-- at least enough for a lay reader to get the gist of the point-- it’s rare. Generations
of lawyers and judges have incrementally elaborated legal lingo. Like a weird species of finch in the
Galapagos islands, law language has evolved to its environment, but disconnected from a wider
audience. Terms ordinary to us are a puzzle to the public: in a course I designed for pro tem judges
dealing with self-represented litigants, I note words like these, impenetrable to laypeople: pro per,
submitted, filed, admissible [evidence], sustained, over-ruled, cross examination, rebuttal, caption [of
pleading], pleading… and so on.
Lawyers and judges employ legal fictions which are oxymorons, such as corporate ‘persons,’ and
legislative ‘intent‘.14 Our departures from common usage are flagged by words such as “deemed,”
“implied,” and “constructive,” all of which usually signal that we mean the opposite: e.g., deemed notice
is where the recipient didn’t get the notice.
All these widen the gulf between our profession and the public.
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So: what to do.
We could explain rulings in plain English. I’ve tried adding a ‘plain English summary’ in a few of
my higher profile case orders: but it’s hard. It is one thing to explain the weighing of factors for a
preliminary injunction, but it’s tough to briefly explain complex statutory analyses, or how, e.g., reverse
veil piercing does or does not help in adding a judgment debtor.15 Illinois does a nice job with
straightforward summaries of its supreme court decisions,16 and Massachusetts links its oral arguments
to brief synopses of the issue before its Supreme Judicial Court.17 The U.S. Supreme Court’s Office of
Public Information provides summaries.18
These are efforts worthy of emulation, but don’t do much to address the underlying problem.
That problem is the irreducible complexity of the law. And in our lifetimes, at least, the problem will get
worse, not better.
So we need translators; intermediaries. We rely on lawyers for that work; we rely on them
every day, in every courtroom.
The great divide between the public and the legal system is founded on the opacity of the legal
system, experienced most acutely by those who can’t afford a lawyer. People who represent
themselves in anything other than the simplest cases are in deep trouble, and they know it: For them
the legal system is a truly an alien world, and for some, a world of fear and loathing. Repairing the
divide between the legal system and the public requires providing counsel to those who can’t afford it.
This is one of the most important challenges in our civil justice system.19 Solving it will help bring the
legal professions closer to—and earn the trust of—the public we serve.
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